Consider irreversible cooperative filling of sites on an infinite lattice where the filling rates ki depend on the number, i, of occupied sites adjacent to the site(s) being filled. If clustering is significantly enhanced relative to nucleation (k1/k0≡ρ≫1), then the process is thought of as a competition between nucleation, growth, and (possible) coalescence of clusters. These could be Eden clusters with or without permanent voids, Eden trees, or have modified but compact structure (depending on the ki, i≥1).
Multicluster growth models have included irreversible kinetic gelation models (of, e. g., addition polymerization), where often individual growing clusters are modeled by walks {which are random in the simple "moles labrinth" model' ); clustering of clusters (Brownian coagulation) for which simple "hierarchial modeling" has been proposed, " and which is described by the Smoluchowski equations in the meanfield (infinite-mobility) regime; and the nonequilibrium dynamics of first-order phase transitions (involving, e.g. , nucleation and growth of ordered domains). ' The importance of nonequilibrium systems motivates analysis here of another class of multicluster groiotIt processes which involve irreversible cooperative filling of the sites of an infinite, uniform lattice with various rates (chosen here to depend only on the number, i, of already filled neighboring (NN) sites, and denoted by k;, 0 &i &z, where z is the coordination number}. ' These models are pertinent to the description of, e. g., irreversible reactions on one-dimensional (1D) polymer chains, and immobile two-dimensional (2D} chemisorption from a uniform precursor source (without desorption). In both cases, any source density variations can be factored out of the rates and incorporated into the time scale, so these do not affect the statistics (at a given coverage). For an initially empty lattice, if the clustering rate ki, and possibly some of k2, k3, . . . , are enhanced over the nucleation rate (ko}, then the process involves a competition between the birth, growth, and possibly coalescence, of clusters. Note that as k i/kii increases, the nucleation centers become further apart, and the average cluster size becomes larger (at any fixed coverage below percolation). Alternatively, for an initially partially filled (i.e. , seeded) lattice, one can switch off the nucleation rate (set ko --0), and consider cluster growth about the initial seeds only. This is more in the spirit of irreversible kinetic gelation models, and analogous processes have also been considered for diffusionlimited aggregation.
Individual clusters (prior to coalescence) could be In 1D, shielding leads to exact closed-form solutions, via (exact) hierarchy truncation, providing a powerful tool for analysis of multicluster growth. Here detailed studies have been performed for an initially empty lattice examining the asymptotics of spatial correlation' and cluster size distribution' ' decay, and the nature of the divergence of the average cluster size as the coverage, e -+1. ' Important as yet unstudied questions (considered here) include the scaling of the average cluster size with cooperativity for an initially empty lattice (i.e. , characterizing its divergence as ki/ka -+ 00 ), and the behavior of the average cluster size for initially seeded lattices ( The primary quantity of interest here is the average cluster size (without site weighting) n,", which is defined in terms of (mean) probabilities for clusters of (exactly) s filled sites, n"by n, "-: g, ", sn, /g, " in, . One Fig. 6 ). Clearly, at fixed coverage 6, as p diverges, so does n,"(p=00 corresponds to a single island "exploding" around a single nucleation site}. Here we show that this fundamental scaling has the specific form n."(e)-~(e) p'", as p- (2.2) This is demonstrated explicitly in the (exact) plots of inn, " versus lnp (and the corresponding slopes) of Fig. 1 relative to ki), one expects n," to increase (for fixed 8).
This trend is shown in Fig. 4 (2.5) . P then follows after determining how s~0, as p~oo (r~O), with 8 fixed. From (2.3), one has the sir -m,~oo, as x~0 (with 6 fixed), and therefore that
Using (2.5), this implies that n,"(sd)-
s p~oo (6 fixed), (2.7) exhibiting the expected p'~~s caling. The prefactor in (2.7) agrees well with the corresponding (quasi-) Arrhenius function (which will be analyzed further in later work).
In Appendix 8, me have considered another simple "stacking" model of multicluster growth which incorporates a stochastic description of both cluster (or stack) birth and growth, but where the growth of individual clusters is independent. Again we find p'~s caling as n," =e, for all e independent of g, for periodic seeding, (2.8) but a rigorous and complete demonstration of e ' scaling of n,"comes from the analysis below. In Fig. 5 , we have plotted (1 -8)n,"($,6) versus 6, for both random and periodic initial seedings (with e= -"), and various g including 0+
(dashed line), 1 (quasi-Arrhenius), and + oo (the Arrhenius upper bound, shown as a dashed line). Here also one naturally sees a monotonic increase as g increases. A more detailed analysis of n+ is given below, first for random, and then periodic initia1 seeding.
For random seeding, setting ko -0, one can readily show that if g+2e, then
, as e~O (for fixed g&0) . (2.9) This relationship completely determines 56 = 1 2e for -the first, but one still has n + = 8
X (1 -8) ' for the second. (2.12) the coefficient of g must be zero. This determines f [', ] which, together with f[~) from (2.11), allows determination of n+ (see Fig. 5 ).
C. Divergence Of n,"(8)as 6~1
In 1D, provided the lattice fills completely, percolation always trivially occurs at 6=1. One corresponding critical exponent, v, can be defined by n, "-C(1 -8)" as 8~1 .
f [oo] (r'), (2.14) where R(t)~0, as r~ce. Fig. 11 for e=,~). 1,"-C(l -6) " as 8~1, ( For translationally invariant processes, the i dependence drops out, so q2 q2=q--2, and (A3) reduces to dinq2/dt= -ko (familiar from the initially empty lattice case). For random initial seeding of coverage e, one there--ko fore obtains q2 --(1 -e)e, so qi --1 ewhen ko-=0 (no nucleation). 
